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ABSTRACT
Large-scale scientific applications on High End Computing systems
produce a large volume of highly complex datasets. Such data im-
poses a grand challenge to conventional storage systems for the
need of efficient I/O solutions during both the simulation runtime
and data post-processing phases. With the mounting needs of sci-
entific discovery, the read performance of large-scale simulations
has becomes a critical issue for the HPC community. In this study,
we propose a system-aware optimized data organization strategy
that can organize data blocks of multidimensional scientific data
efficiently based on simulation output and the underlying storage
systems, thereby enabling efficient scientific analytics. Our exper-
imental results demonstrate a performance speedup up to 72 times
for the combustion simulation S3D, compared to the logically con-
tiguous data layout.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D 4.3 [Operating System]: File Systems Management—Access
Method, File organization

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Performance

Keywords
I/O, Data Layout

1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing growth of leadership computing capabilities, in

terms of both system complexity and computational power, has en-
abled scientific applications to solve complex scientific problems at
large scale. Such phenomenon is accompanied by a gigantic vol-
ume of complex scientific data produced, driving the impetus for
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data intensive computing as a very significant factor in scientific
computing.

Many efforts, both past and present, have focused on examining
and improving the I/O performance by studying the output side of
the problem [7, 8], despite the importance of read performance in
driving the scientific insight through scientific simulation, analy-
sis workflows and visualization. Worse yet, current I/O techniques
often overlook the need of good read performance and, as a re-
sult, have a substantial negative impact on the read performance.
The main reason is the discrepancy between the physical limita-
tions of linearly ordered magnetic storage and the common access
patterns [5] of the multidimensional scientific data. Significant “di-
mension dependency" [4] has been observed for range queries, due
to the expense of coping with noncontiguity of data points with ex-
tra disk seeks or retrieving extra data between needed segments.

We propose a System-aware Optimized Data Organization strat-
egy which uses 1) an Optimized Chunking model to produces the
ideal sized data chunks based on the simulation output and system
parameters; and 2) a Space Filling Curve reordering to ensure the
close-to-optimal data concurrency. The initial experimental results
on the Jaguar Cray XT5 [3] supercomputer at Oak Ridge National
Laboratories (ORNL) demonstrated that our strategy is able to pro-
vide both good balance and high performance for challenging ac-
cess patterns in scientific applications. Up to 72x speedup to the
planar read is achieved for S3D [2] compared to the logically con-
tiguous data layout.

2. OUR APPROACH
Chunking has been commonly recognized as an efficient data

layout for multidimensional arrays [4]. For a chunk based data or-
ganization, the size of chunks plays a critical role in determining
the read performance for query on a data subset.

Intuitively there is a sweet spot for the chunk size where the over-
head on the seek operation (to traverse through the data chunks) and
redundant data retrieval (to read extra data to avoid seeks) achieves
the best balance for the slow dimension. Such a sweet spot is where
the optimal read performance can be expected. We develop the Op-
timized Chunking model to pinpoint an ideal chunk size for a mul-
tidimensional data on a HPC system. We show that significantly
varying the chunk size towards either direction results in perfor-
mance degradation as the I/O becomes burdened by overhead or
dominated by disk seeks. Given a 3-D variable, the relationship be-
tween the performance for planar read and the chunk size is shown
in Figure 1, where Nocs is the sweet spot.

Because dividing large data chunk breaks the contiguity on the
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Figure 1: The Read Time vs. the Chunk Size
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Figure 2: I/O Performance

fast dimension, the read performance degrades proportionally with
the decreasing chunk size, where the data was originally contigu-
ous. This results in two scenarios as shown in Figure 1, represented
by two orange lines. In view of the general performance on all the
dimensions, the fastest total read time may not incur at the point
OCS but still within the Optimized Region of OCS’ and OCS". The
performance difference inside such region is within a small margin.
As this study is aimed at finding an optimized chunk size, we use
our solution of OCS as the guidance for data organization. Our ex-
perimental results in Section 3 demonstrate that this value provides
satisfactory performance. After a series mathematical derivation
(the detail of the derivation can be found in [6], we can then deter-
mine the Optimized Chunk Size: OCS = BWio × (CC + Ts),
where BWi/o is the I/O bandwidth, Ts is the time unit for each
seek operation, and CC is the communication cost unit. For a sim-
plified analytical model, the external and internal interferences to
the storage system are ignored. Such modeling can help pinpoint
a solution that enables near-optimal I/O performance tuning in a
timely fashion.

After the correct sized data chunks are produced, a Hilbert Space
Filling Curve reordering is applied to shuffle the placement of the
data chunks on storage targets. This approach is to achieve a close-
to-optimal data concurrency for reading based on our earlier study [5].

3. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We have implemented our new approach within ADaptive I/O

System (ADIOS) [1], and evaluated it on the Jaguar supercomputer
at ORNL. A 3-D variable with a process local dimension of 256×
256 × 256 is generated by S3D [2]. Based on our equation for
optimized chunk size and system parameters, each data chunk is
divided into 49 subchunks. Figure 2(a) shows such strategy only
introduces a negligible write overhead.

A planar read is then performed on each of three dimensions k,
j and i, where k is the fastest dimension. The number of readers
varies from 32 to 512. We compare the performance between three
different data organizations, namely Logically Contiguous (LC),
the original ADIOS (ORG) and our Optimized Data Organization
(NEW). The peak performance is shown in Figure 2(b). Our Opti-
mized Data Organization achieves a maximum improvement of 12x

compared to ORG and 72x compared to LC, respectively. More-
over, the dimension dependency is significantly alleviated.

4. CONCLUSION
We propose a system-aware optimized data organization to en-

able the efficient scientific data analytics. Under the governance
of Optimized Chunking model and SFC-based chunk reordering,
we demonstrate that a balanced and high performance reading for
challenging access patterns of scientific data is achieved.
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